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Abstract We propose an efficient filter approach (called ROSMULD)
to rank subspaces with respect to their clustering tendency, that is, how
likely it is to find areas in the respective subspaces with a (possibly slight
but substantive) increase in density. Each data object votes for the subspace with the most unlikely high data density and subspaces are ranked
according to the number of received votes. Data objects are allowed to
vote only if the density significantly exceeds the density expected from
the univariate distributions. Results on artificial and real data demonstrate efficiency and effectiveness of the approach.

1

Subspace Filtering

Data analysis typically starts with visualization and exploration of the data.
Cluster analysis is a valuable tool to identify representative or prototypical cases
that stand for a whole group of similar records in the dataset. However, for highdimensional datasets that have not been collected with a specific analysis goal
in mind, it is unlikely that the data nicely collapses into a small number of wellseparated clusters. In fact, the whole data or large portions of it may not group
at all. And it is quite likely that such groups manifest only in a low-dimensional
subspace rather than having most attributes interacting with each other. In this
work we consider an efficient approach to identify those subspaces of the dataset
that disclose substantive clusters even though they may be small in size and
hidden in a lot of noisy data.
While standard clustering algorithms consider all attributes as being
(equally) relevant, subspace clustering interlocks the search for the appropriate subspace and the clusters themselves within the same algorithm [4,6]. The
downside is that the notion of a cluster is strongly connected to the choice of
the clustering algorithm, but the literature does not offer a subspace version
for every clustering approach. Embedding the clustering algorithm into a search
?
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for the best subspace may come at prohibitive computational costs. This work
is in line with the few filter approaches that exist in the literature (e.g. [1,3])
which limit themselves to the efficient identification of promising subspaces only,
leaving the further cluster analysis to subsequent steps.
When searching for potentially small clusters in a noisy environment, we
face various problems: (1) If the clusters are relatively small, global correlation
measures may respond to them only marginally such that the chosen thresholds
are not passed. (2) Density variations in single variables alone may cause highdimensional spots look dense (but do not establish an worthwhile high-dim.
cluster). (3) Any kind of density estimation involves some kind of threshold
selection (e.g. the sampling area) and the impact of the selection may be easily
underestimated. (4) Many weapons to reduce runtime (e.g. subsampling) do not
apply successfully if a clusters size is only a small fraction of the noise.
The new ROSMULD algorithm (ranking of subspaces by the most unlikely
high local density) overcomes these difficulties. By means of a rank-order transformation, all attributes become uniformly distributed, which eliminates density
variations in single attributes. For each data point the subspace with the most
surprisingly high data density is identified. Only if this density exceeds the expected density significantly, the data object votes for the respective subspace.
Thresholds are automatically derived from the desired sensitivity (e.g. a cluster
should have at least a density f times higher than the background noise). An
exhaustive search for the most suprising subspace is avoided by employing new
bounds on the used interestingness measure (without loosing completeness of
the search).
ROSMULD successfully identifies subspaces with very small clusters and does
not report any interesting subspace if the attributes are mutually independent.
It performs also well on data sets with prominent and well-separated clusters.
Compared to subspace clustering algorithms (cf. comparison in [5]) ROSMULD
performs very competetive. For further details we refer to [2].
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